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Software is rapidly evolving and operates in a changing environment; therefore, in addition to software design and testing, it is
essential to observe and understand the software execution behavior by modeling data recorded during the execution of the
software to improve its reliability. *e nested call relationship between methods during the execution of software is common, but
most process-mining methods are unable to discover them, only generating flat models with low fitness. Meanwhile, it is easy to
generate “spaghetti-like” models with low comprehensibility when dealing with complex software execution data. *is paper
proposes a component-based hierarchical software behavior model discovery method that can discover hierarchical nested call
structures during software runtime, improving the fitness of the model; meanwhile, the proposed method partitions the discovery
model into several parts by component information to improve the comprehensibility of the model, which can also reflect the
interaction behavior within and between components. *e proposed approach was implemented in a process mining toolkit.
Using real-life software event logs and public datasets, we demonstrated that compared with other advanced process mining
techniques, our approach can visualize actual software execution behavior in a more accurate and easy-to-understand way while
balancing time performance.

1. Introduction

Software runs and evolves in a constantly changing envi-
ronment; some exceptions and crashes may occur during the
execution of software. All the potential problems cannot be
anticipated during software design. *erefore, in addition to
software design and testing, observing and understanding
the behavior of the software operating environment is es-
sential [1]. Large volumes of data are recorded during the
execution of an application, which provides valuable in-
formation on the software operation and interaction. *e
collection and analysis of these data can help us understand
and improve software execution behavior.

Process mining can extract process information from event
logs generated by information systems; based on this infor-
mation, a concise, reasonable, and high-quality process model

can be discovered to support the analysis and improvement of
processes, thus providing new means for process discovery,
supervision, and improvement in related fields [2]. With the
abundance of processmining techniques and the improvements
of software execution data availability, there has been wide-
spread use of process mining technology for the analysis of
software execution data. *is interdisciplinary field of research
is called software process mining [3], which analyzes software
execution data from the perspective of the process. *e ap-
plication of process mining technology can model software
execution data, capture software running behavior, and provide
useful insights on software behavior, ultimately improving the
usability and redesign of the software.

Software execution data consist of several events, each of
which refers to amethod call during software execution. During
the execution of software, hierarchical nested calls are
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common—that is, a method call invokes other methods while it
is running [4, 5]. Most process mining methods can only
generate flat (single-level) models in which all events are at the
same level, which reduces the fitness of the model. A hierar-
chical model can better reflect software execution behavior, and
the discovery of nest structures can avoid some loops or parallel
structures, thus improving the simplicity of the model. *e
structure of the event log determines the structure of the process
model; therefore, constructing a hierarchical event log is es-
sential.Meanwhile, it is easy to generate a “spaghetti-like”model
when dealing with complex data; such a model does not have a
clear structure and exhibits low comprehensibility. Since soft-
ware is typically composed of multiple components, parti-
tioning the mined model by component information can make
the model easy to understand. *is paper presents a method
that can discover process models with both component and
hierarchical information to better reflect the execution behavior
of the software. Meanwhile, the existing model metrics are only
applicable to flat process models, and we extend them to hi-
erarchical structures.

*e main contributions of this paper are as follows:

(1) We construct the hierarchical event log to reduce the
complexity of input and then propose a nested
structure discovery algorithm based on the inductive
miner (IM) algorithm to discover the nested call
structure.

(2) *e generated hierarchical model is partitioned by
component information to improve its compre-
hensibility, enabling the interaction within compo-
nents and between them to be discovered. *e
hierarchical process tree with components is pro-
posed as the representation of the final process
model.

(3) We extend two existing metrics to quantify the
quality of hierarchical models. Experiments show
that the proposed method can discover models with
high fitness and simplicity in a more comprehensible
way while balancing time performance.

*e remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 reviews related work. Section 3 introduces the
proposed method in detail. Section 4 presents the tool
implementation and the experimental evaluation. *e re-
sults and discussion are presented in Section 5. Finally,
conclusions with a summary are drawn in Section 6.

2. Related Work

*is study aims to discover a software execution behavior
model from software execution data, positioned at the in-
tersection of software dynamic analysis [6] and process
mining—that is, using the process miningmethod to analyze
software execution behavior. In this section, we review
existing work on software dynamic analysis, process mining,
and software process mining.

2.1. Software Dynamic Analysis. *e research object of
software dynamic analysis is a software system running on

an actual or virtual processor, and software execution be-
havior is modeled from the execution data. Most dynamic
analysis methods [7–9] cannot discover concurrency, thus
resulting in complex models with an explosion of states.
Meanwhile, some dynamic analysis methods unable to ag-
gregate information from multiple executions, which ulti-
mately leads to the discovery of several behavior models.

2.2. Process Mining. Process mining is a technique used to
discover, monitor, and improve real business processes by
extracting knowledge from event logs [2]. Process mining
methods have been effectively applied in many fields, in-
cluding information systems, banking and insurance, gov-
ernment agencies, education, and health care [10, 11].
Discovery algorithms are designed to generate process
models from event logs. Compared to software dynamic
analysis, different quality dimensions including fitness [12]
and simplicity [13] are used to measure the quality of process
models. However, discovery algorithms based on Petri net
and its extensions, e.g., [4, 14–16], are unable to guarantee
soundness. *e IM algorithm is a state-of-the-art process
mining algorithm that can mine block-structured process
models with a fitness of more than 80% in polynomial time
[12]. Block-structured process models ensure soundness and
can be abstracted into process trees with high expressiveness
and readability [17]. However, all these algorithms including
the IM algorithm are unable to discover hierarchical
structure.

2.3. Software ProcessMining. Software process mining is the
application and extension of process mining technology in
the field of software engineering. It includes three aspects: (1)
the mining software development process [18]; (2) the
mining software-user interaction [19]; and (3) the mining
software execution behavior [20]. *is study focuses on the
third aspect. Software execution behavior discovery can
extract knowledge from software execution data and provide
useful insights on software behavior during execution.

*e process miningmethod is generic and can be applied
directly to the software execution event log. *e difference is
that software execution data may have specific properties,
e.g., hierarchical. References [15, 21] are the early application
of process mining techniques in the software field, which
focuses more on discovering formal and accurate models.
However, these two methods could not handle hierarchical
behavior. Compared with the traditional process mining and
the early software process mining technology, the recently
proposed software process mining methods pay more at-
tention to the discovery of hierarchical structure. Leemans
et al. [5] extended the flat event log to the hierarchical event
log and proposed a hierarchical process model discovery
method that can guarantee the soundness of the model.
However, this method could not discover component in-
formation. Liu et al. [4] divided the software execution log
into several independent sublogs based on the component
information; sublogs were then mined respectively to gen-
erate process models. However, the method generated in-
dependent component models for each sublog, which was
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unable to discover the interaction between different com-
ponents. In [22, 23], Liu et al. formally define the software
event log and its transformation from original software
execution data; then, an automatic discovery method for
hierarchical process model from the software event log is
proposed. *is method identifies the nested structures by
calculating the frequency ratio of basic ordering relations
between events and generates a single hierarchical process
model that can reflect the interaction within and between
different components. However, the discovery of nested
structures greatly depends on the setting of the threshold,
and the process model is represented based on the Petri net,
which cannot guarantee soundness.

According to the issues based on existing technology,
this study formally defines the software event log and add
layer attribute and nested attributes to the event; the con-
struction of the hierarchical structures is based on these two
attributes.*en, we extend the IM algorithm to represent the
hierarchical structure while ensuring the soundness of the
model and improve the comprehensibility of the model with
component information. *e generated model can provide
useful insights on software execution behavior.

2.4.Criteria forComparison. For the comparison of different
technologies, we define several features. Firstly, (a) an ac-
curate and suitable model should have formal execution
semantics and (b) the model quality should be measured.
Including metrics like fitness and simplicity, (c) soundness
[12] is defined as a model without deadlock or other
anomalies. A sound model helps in the comprehension of a
model, and an unsound model is unable to be measured by
fitness. (d) *e analysis should be statistically significant, so
the technology should be able to aggregate information
across multiple executions. Secondly, the model should be
expressive and can capture the behavioral structure that may
occur in the execution of software. Specifically, (a) the model
should have the ability to express the hierarchical structure
to support the nested calling relationships that are common
in software runtime, (b) component behavior should be
considered to improve the comprehension of a model, and
(c) compared with choice and loop, some methods cannot
discover concurrency. Table 1 summarizes the comparison.

3. A Discovery Method for Hierarchical
Software Execution Behavior Models
Based on Components

3.1. Approach Overview. Figure 1 shows an overview of the
proposed method, where the input is software execution
data and the output is a hierarchical software behavior
model. First, software execution data are converted to
software execution event logs by mapping and preprocessing
steps. *e entire software system is divided into several
components by grouping classes in specific ways, adding
component information for each event accordingly. Second,
we construct a hierarchical event log referring to the de-
tection result of nested call relationship between methods;
then, the hierarchical process tree with components is

discovered by the proposed method, and finally, we extend
several quality dimensions to quantify the quality of the
discovered hierarchical models.

3.2. Conversion from Software Execution Data to Software
Execution Event Log. To apply process mining, data recor-
ded in the format of an event log are a prerequisite.
*erefore, we need to convert the raw software execution
data (see Definition 2) into the XES-based [31] software
execution event log in Definition 4. *e software execution
event log consists of a group of cases, each referring to an
independent execution of a software system. A case consists
of a set of orderly events; each event corresponds to a
method call. Both cases and events have specific attributes,
which are described by the following definitions.

Let S be a set, ∅ be an empty set, and |S| denote the
number of elements in set S. *e power set of S is P(S)� {S′|
S′ ⊆ S}.

Definition 1 (event [14]).UM is the set of all possible method
calls,UN is the set of all possible called methods,UC is the set
of component names of methods (including method calls
and methods), UT is the set of timestamps, UA is the set of
activities (an event is related to the execution of an activity),
and UAT is the set of attribute names.

For any method call m ∈UM and attribute AN ∈UAT,
#AN(m) is the value of attribute AN for methodm.m has the
following standard attributes:

#calleeM(m) ∈ UM is the method call identifier of m.
For this paper, we use the class name as a prefix to
uniquely identify the method name.
#calledN(m) ∈ UN is the identifier of the method called
m.
#timeStamp ∈UT is the timestamp of m.
#calleeC(m) ∈ UC is the component name to which m
belongs.
#Nested(m) ∈ [0, 1]: ifm calls other methods, the value
of this attribute is 1, and the opposite is 0.

Definition 2 (software execution data [4]). *e software
execution data (SD) are a finite collection of method calls,
i.e., SD⊆UM. σ ⊆UM is a software execution trace: ∀σi,
σj ∈ SD: σi ∩ σj �∅ ∨ σi � σj; i.e., software execution data
consist of a group of execution traces, each describing an
interaction between components.

Let COM ⊆ P(UC) be the component set of a software
system: ∀ Ci, Cj ∈COM, Ci ∩ Cj �∅ or Ci �Cj; i.e., there is no
class sharing between different components and compo-
nents of the same software cannot overlap.

Definition 3 (nested relation). In computer programming, a
nested method is a method that is defined within another
method, the enclosing method. In the software execution
data, nested methods are recorded in the attribute called
method.
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Definition 4 (case, trace, and software execution event log).
C is the set of all possible case identifiers. A trace is a finite set
of events σ ∈ ε ∗ , and each event occurs once; i.e., for
1≤ i≤ j≤ |σ|, there is σi≠ σj. A software execution event log is
a set of cases L⊆C, and each trace can appear at most once in
the log—that is, for any l1, l2 ∈ L: l1≠ l2: zset(l1)∩ zset (l2)�∅.

Figure 2 shows the mapping from the software exe-
cution data to the event log. Figure 2 (right) shows the
software execution data, consisting of a group of cases,
each case represents an independent execution of the
software. *e software execution case is a collection of
method calls, each of which has several attributes de-
scribing its execution information, including method call:
the name of the method call; component: indicates which
component the method call belongs to; called method: the
name of the called method; timestamp: indicates when
the method call occurs. Figure 2 (left) shows the corre-
sponding software execution event log, where (1) an event
log contains a collection of cases; (2) a case is a collection
of events, and each event refers to a method call; (3) the
event attributes and the method call attributes of software
execution data have a one-to-one correspondence,
whereas the nested attribute indicates whether one
method calls another method, as defined in Definition 3.
*e attribute is obtained by detecting whether the called
method identifier of the event in the software execution
data is empty.

Table 2 shows the software execution data corresponding
to the software system shown in Figure 3. Based on the
mapping method shown in Figure 2, the software execution
event log is shown in Table 3. Component information is
obtained by grouping classes using the method presented in
the next section.

3.3. Component Identification. A software system comprises
a set of interacting components. A component is a kind of
nontribal software entity that has relatively independent
functions and can be deployed independently and replaced
[22].*e term component is generic and can be composed of
a set of classes. According to the execution data, we can
obtain insight into how classes aggregate to form compo-
nents [32, 33]. As shown in Figure 3, this software system
consists of three components: com1, com2, and com3, and
each component contains specific classes: com1 consists of
class1, com2 consists of class2 and class3, and com3 consists
of class4.

Component identification aims to group classes based on
their components and then add component attributes for all
events. We focus on the discovery process model from the
event log with component information, not on the com-
ponent identification method. *e discovered model is di-
vided into several regions based on the component
information to improve its comprehensibility.

Community detection [34] can be used to identify the
components. In [35], different community detection algo-
rithms were evaluated using over 100,000 method calls
recorded from the execution of four real software systems.
*e results showed that a multilayer local search algorithm
of modular clustering proposed by [36] could more effi-
ciently divide the entire software system into high-quality
components. We used this method to identify components.

To better represent the execution behavior of software,
we propose to represent the model as a hierarchical process
tree with components (see Definition 7), by adding two
elements to the traditional process tree: (1) components,
indicating the block clusters representing different com-
ponents and (2) hierarchy, that is, the nested call

So�ware event 
log

So�ware
Execution

Data

Hierarchical 
so�ware event 

log

Hierarchical log 
construction

Model 
Discovery

Hierarchical So�ware Execution Behavior
Model with Components

Model quality
evaluation

Identification
of components

Identification of
case and event

Evaluation 
results

class1.m1

class2.m2 class3.m4

class2.m3 class3.m5

class4.m6
Com1 Com3

Com2

Figure 1: Approach overview of a discovery method for hierarchical software execution behavior models based on the component.
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relationship. Both component and hierarchical information
can be obtained from the hierarchical event logs.

3.4. Construction of theHierarchical Software ExecutionEvent
Log. *e structure of the event log determines the structure
of the mined model. To generate a hierarchical process
model, it is necessary to construct a hierarchical software
execution event log.

Definition 5 (hierarchical software execution event log,
HLOG). Hierarchical software execution event log is a 3-
tuple: HLOG� (mainLog, Mapping: event-> subLog, layer),
satisfying mainLog which is the main log with a nested
attribute that indicates whether it is a nested event. Mapping:
event-> subLog is a mapping from nested method calls in
mainLog to subLogs. Layer represents the number of layers
of events.

*is paper sets the event contained in mainLog to be
layer 0, i.e., layer(mainLog)� 0, events called by events in
mainLog are layer 1, events called by events in layer 1 are
layer 2, and so on. *erefore, layer(subLog)> 0.

*e key to obtaining a hierarchical event log is to detect
the nested call relationship in the event log. Algorithm 1 can
build a hierarchical event log that contains nested call re-
lationships by nested detection. Algorithm 1 takes a software
event log as input and outputs a hierarchical software event
log, including (a) the mapping of nested method calls in
mainLog to their corresponding sublog and (b) adding a

So�ware Execution Data

So�ware Execution Case

Method Attributes

Method Call

So�ware Event Log

Case

Event

Event Attributes

Timestamp

Is Mapped to

Is Mapped to

Is Mapped to

Component

Method Call Identifier
(Concept:name)

1
*

1
*

1
*

1
*

1
*

1
*

Software Execution Data Software Execution Event Log

Called method

Nested

Figure 2: Mapping of software execution data to software execution event log.

Table 2: Software execution data corresponding to the software system example shown in Figure 3.

Execution identifier Caller method identifier Called method identifier Component Timestamp
1 class1.m1 NULL com1 2021100076
1 class2.m2 class2.m3 com2 2021100077
1 class2.m3 NULL com2 2021100078
1 class4.m6 NULL com3 2021100079
2 class1.m1 NULL com1 2021100081
2 class3.m4 class3.m5 com2 2021100082
2 class3.m5 NULL com2 2021100083
2 class4.m6 NULL com3 2021100084

Com1 Com2 Com3

Class1 Class2

Class3

Class4

Software System

Figure 3: Architecture of a component-based software system.
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layer number to each event to show which layer the event
belongs to.

Two external functions are included in Algorithm 1,
among them, getmainLog() can return the mainLog of the
software event log and label each event as nested or not
nested; the external function getMapping() can return the
mapping from nested events of mainLog to the subLog. To
detect nested methods in all subLog, the function Hlog-
Construction() recursively calls itself in step 6 by taking the
newly generated subLog as input, and each recursive call
adds 1 to the number of layers and adds the layer number to
each event. And the recursion continues until Mapping:
event-> subLog is empty.

Table 4 shows the hierarchical event log corresponding
to the example software system shown in Figure 3.

3.5. Discovery of the Hierarchical Software Process Model.
After constructing a hierarchical event log, a hierarchical
process model can be generated. Compared with traditional
languages such as Petri net, heuristic net, and fuzzy model
[13], the process tree is the only one that can ensure
soundness [13] because of the block structure. A sound
model can facilitate an easy understanding of the behavior of
software systems. Meanwhile, during the discovery of the
hierarchical process model, we need to find the nested re-
lationship between events of different layers and connect
them to generate a complete model. *e soundness of the

process tree can avoid detecting and repairing the incom-
plete process model.

Definition 6 (process tree [12]). Process tree is defined re-
cursively; let› be a finite set of operators, and tau ∉ A is the
silent activity. *en, we have the following:

a ∈ (A ⋃  {tau}) is a process tree
Let P1, . . . Pn (n> 0) be the process trees and ⊗ ∈› be a
process tree operator; then, ⊗(P1, . . ., Pn) is a process
tree

*e following are the standard operators for the process
tree:

× is the exclusive choice between one of the subtrees
⟶ is the sequential execution of all subtrees
|| indicates the parallel execution of all subtrees
↺ is a loop operator with loop body P1 and optional
loop paths P2, . . ., Pn (n ≥ 2)

*e state-of-the-art IM algorithm can generate a process
tree to ensure soundness, the model having advantages in
terms of expressiveness and readability. While the process
tree is flat, we expand the IM algorithm to handle the nested
call relationship.

*is paper defines a hierarchical process tree with
components (HPTc) to represent hierarchical behavior. In
addition to the structure of the process tree, nested operator

Table 3: Software execution event log corresponding to the software system example shown in Figure 3.

Case identifier Concept:name Nested Called method Component Timestamp
1 class1.m1 0 NULL com1 2021100076
1 class2.m2 1 class2.m3 com2 2021100077
1 class2.m3 0 NULL com2 2021100078
1 class4.m6 0 NULL com3 2021100079
2 class1.m1 0 NULL com1 2021100081
2 class3.m4 1 class3.m5 com2 2021100082
2 class3.m5 0 NULL com2 2021100083
2 class4.m6 0 NULL com3 2021100084

Input: A software event log(Log);
Output: A hierarchical software event log (HLog).
1 mainLog⟵∅; Mapping (event, subLog)⟵∅.
2 mainLog⟵ getmainLog(log);
3 subLog⟵ getSub(log);
4 sublog.layer� layer+1;
5 Mapping (event, subLog)⟵ getMapping(Log).
6 If Mapping (event, subLog) ≠ ∅ then

For each event ∈Mapping (event, subLog) do
HlogConstruction (subLog).
layer ++

End do
End if

7 HLog⟵ mainLog ∪ Mapping (event, subLog) ∪layer.
8 return HLog.

ALGORITHM 1: HlogConstruction().
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nodes connect methods to their nested calling methods, as
well as mappings of activities to their components.

Definition 7 (hierarchical process tree with components,
HPTc). A hierarchical process tree with components is 4-
tuple: HPTc � (PTmainLog, f , ComponentSet, M) such that
PTmainLog is the top-level process tree referring to mainLog.
Let A be the set of all activities in the event log; i.e.,
A�Anormal∪Anested, Anormal is the collection of normal
activities, Anested is the collection of nested activities, and f is
a mapping from a ∈Anested to its nested calling activity a ∈A.

In addition to the operators defined in Definition 5, the
nested relationships between the two activities are connected
by the nested operator△. ComponentSet is the set of
components; M is a mapping from activity a ∈ A to its
belonging component c ∈ComponentSet.

Algorithm 2 takes HLog as input and returns an HPTc. It
uses five external functions: IM() takes in mainLog to mine
the top-level process tree using the IM algorithm; addOp-
erator() adds nested operators for nested events; getNested()
obtains the invoked events and connects them using nested
operators; MapCom() maps all activities in the generated
model to their corresponding components. Step 2 detects
each event in the log and connects them to the events they
invoke. *e function NestedModelDiscover() recursively
calls itself by taking the newly generated set of invoked
events as input until the deepest number of layers is detected;
all events can be connected to the events it contains. Step 4
maps each activity to its corresponding component and
generates a hierarchical process tree with components.

Figure 4 is the model discovered by the IM algorithm
corresponding to the example software system shown in
Figure 3. Figure 5 shows the hierarchical process tree with
components discovered by the proposed method using the
same software system. As shown in the figures, the IM al-
gorithm could not recognize the nesting relationship, and all
events were grouped into the same layer, incorrectly iden-
tifying the nesting relationship between class3.m4 and
class3.m5, class2.m2 and class2.m3 as sequential. *e pro-
posed method uses the IM algorithm to generate the top-
level process model and then adds subactivities for each layer
by nested operators based on nested relationships. Simul-
taneously, each activity in the process model can be parti-
tioned into its corresponding component areas.

4. Tool and Experiments

4.1. Tool Implementation. Based on the proposed method,
we have implemented two plug-ins in ProM. ProM [37] is an
open-source process mining toolkit that can be extended by
adding plug-ins. *ere are currently more than 1600 plug-
ins available. *e first plug-in, Hlog construction, can
transform the software event log into a hierarchical software
event log. *e second one is HPTc discovery, which can
generate a hierarchical process tree with components from
hierarchical software event log. Figure 6 presents the in-
terface ofHPTc discovery, and the experimental evaluation is
based on these two plug-ins.

4.2. Experimental Preparation. Experiments are divided into
two parts. In Part 1, we compare the structure of the model
generated by our method with other related technologies. In
Part 2, we measure two aspects for several techniques: the
model quality and the running time of the technique.

*e experimental data of Part 1 are collected from
three real software using the Kieker framework [38],
including an online bookstore software system, a sport
lobby website, and an academic community. *e online
bookstore software system provides a platform for cus-
tomers to order books online. Sport lobby is a sports news
website that provides various types of sports news. *e
academic community is an academic forum for re-
searchers who provide academic news that users can
subscribe to by registering with a public mail server.
According to the component identification method,
different components and the classes they contain are
shown in Table 5. Each case of the event logs corre-
sponded to an independent execution of the system and
covered all possible software execution paths. All source
code and event logs can be obtained from the following
website: https://github.com/TangYahui9596/
Experiment-Data.

*e experimental data of Part 2 contain three addi-
tional public datasets: the JUnit 4.12 [39], Apache
commons crypto 1.0.0 [40], and NASA CEV [41]. *e size
of event logs is usually quantified by four metrics: the
number of events, number of activities (size of the al-
phabet), number of cases, and average case length [5]. *e
size of event logs is shown in Table 6.

Table 4: Hierarchical software event log corresponding to the example software system shown in Figure 3.

Case identifier Concept:name Nested Called method Layer Component Timestamp
1 class1.m1 0 NULL 0 com1 2021100076
1 class2.m2 1 class2.m3 0 com2 2021100077
1 class2.m3 0 NULL 1 com2 2021100078
1 class4.m6 0 NULL 0 com3 2021100079
2 class1.m1 0 NULL 0 com1 2021100081
2 class3.m4 1 class3.m5 0 com2 2021100082
2 class3.m5 0 NULL 1 com2 2021100083
2 class4.m6 0 NULL 1 com3 2021100084
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For these experiments, a laptop with a Quad-Core Intel
Core i7 (1.7GHz) CPU, running macOS Catalina 10.15.7
and Java SE1.7.0 67 (64 bit) with 16GB of allocated RAM
was used.

5. Results and Discussion

For Part 1, the contrasting approaches are the most classic
and well-known process mining algorithm, alpha algorithm,
state-of-the-art process mining algorithm IM, and the ap-
proach that can discover both component information and
hierarchical structures [4], abbreviated as component based.

5.1. Correctness of the Mining Results. Figure 7 shows the
UML sequence diagram of the online bookstore software
system. *e messages exchanged between classes show
the nested method calling behavior and form of the hi-
erarchical nature of the software. *e sequence diagram
provides a general understanding of the entire software

execution behavior, and it can be used as a reference or
ground truth to check the validity of the discovery results.
More specifically, BookStore.searchBook() calls Book-
Seller.getOffer(), BookSeller.getOffer() calls Cata-
log.getBook(), and Delivery.delivery() calls
Order.getOrder(). Figure 8(d) indicates that the model
could correctly discover all these nested call relationships
compared with the sequence diagram.

5.2.Model Structure Analysis. For Part 1, Figures 8–10 show
the process model generated by different algorithms from
three real-life software event logs. We can summarize the
following from the figures.

*e alpha algorithm and IM algorithm incorrectly
identify events with nested calling relationships at the same
level because they cannot discover the hierarchical struc-
tures, and some nested activities were identified as parallel,
which makes the model more complex. Meanwhile, the
generated process models contain several short loops that do
not exist in the actual software execution.*ese loops can be
explained since there are many cases in the event log, which
makes it easy to identify the nested structure as a loop
structure without hierarchical processing in the event of
multiple cases. Finally, the model cannot find the rela-
tionship between activities and components.

*e component-based method can discover hierarchical
nested call structures and generate a hierarchical process
model for each component in the form of a hierarchical Petri
net. Concerning Figure 8(c), the method could correctly
divide the software system into three components and
generate a hierarchical process model for each of them.
However, the three components were independent of each

Input: A hierarchical software event log (HLog).
Output: A hierarchical process tree with components (HPTc);
1 If HPTc�∅ then

HPTc⟵ IM(mainLog);
HLog⟵ mainLog

End if
2 For each event in Hlog do

If event.nested� 1
addOperator(event);
nestedEvent⟵ getNested(event);
HPTc⟵ connect (event, nestedEvent);
nestedSet⟵ nestedEvent

End if
End do

3 If layer<maxLayer
HierarchicalModelDiscover(nestedSet);
layer ++;

else
4 For each activity in HPTc do

HPTc⟵ MapCom(activity, component);
End for

End if
5 return HPTc.

ALGORITHM 2: HierarchicalModelDiscover().

class1.m1

class2.m2 class3.m5class2.m3 class3.m4

class4.m6

Figure 4: *e mining result of the software system example in
Figure 3 using the IM algorithm.
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Figure 6: Interface of HPTc discovery plug-in.

class1.m1

class2.m2class3.m4

class2.m3class3.m5

class4.m6
com1 com3

com2

Δ Δ

Figure 5: *e mining result of the software system example in Figure 3 using the proposed method.

Table 5: Classes included in components of the online bookstore software.

Software Component Included classes

Bookstore
Starter BookstoreStarter

SearchOffer Catalog, BookSeller, bookstore
OrderAndDelivery Orderclass, delivery

Sport lobby
Starter TestObserver
User SMSUser, Observer

Commentary Commentary

Academic community
Starter TestMail

MailingServer MailingServer
Member Member
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other, and the relationship between the components could
not be discovered. Meanwhile, this method could only
identify the internal hierarchical behavior of components;
for example, in Figure 9(c), the Commentary.notifyOb-
servers() belongs to the component Commentary nested call
Observer.Update() method of the component User; there-
fore, the nested call structure could not be recognized, and
some missing activities appear. Similarly, SMSUser.sub-
Scribe() and SMSUser.unsubScribe() belong to the com-
ponent User; these methods nested called
Commentary.subscribeObserver() and Commentar-
y.unsubscribeObserver() separately, all of which belong to

the component Commentary. In Figure 10(c), the Mai-
lingServer.notifyMember() method calls the method-
sMember.init() method; they do not belong to the same
component, and the method could not discover these nested
relationships and result in missing activities in the model.

Figures 8(d), 9(d), and 10(d) show the process models
discovered by the proposed method; they were divided
into several components to improve comprehensibility.
Among them, different blue block diagrams represent
different components, indicating the name of each
component. *e divided model could reflect the internal
behavior of the components and the interaction between

Table 6: *e size of event logs used in the experimental evaluation.

Event log No. of cases No. of events No. of acts Avg. |case|
Bookstore 800 20 760 13 25.9
Sport lobby 200 6400 10 32
Academic community 618 15 450 7 25
JUnit 4.12 1 946 182 946
Apache 3 241973 74 80657.67
NASA CEV 2566 73638 47 28.70

generateOrder()

delivery()
getOrder()

Catalog BookSeller BookstoreBookstoreStarter
main()

init()

getBook()

searchBook()
getOffers()

init()

init()

init()

Order Delivery

forwardOrder()

forwardOrder()

init()

getBook()

Figure 7: Sequence diagram of the bookstore software execution.
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Catalog.init()

BookStoreStarter.main()

BookSeller.init()

BookStore.init()

BookStore.searchBook()

BookSeller.getOffers()

Catalog.getBook()

tauOrder.init()

Order.generateOrder()

BookStore.forwardOrder()

Delivery.init()

Delivery.deliver()

Order.getOrder()

tau

(a)

Figure 8: Continued.
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tau

tau

tau

BookStoreStarter.main()

Delivery.delivery()BookStore.searchBook()

Order.generateOrder() Delivery.init()

Catalog. init() BookSeller.init() BookStore.init()

Order.forwardOrder()

Catalog.getBook()

BookSeller.getOffers()

Order. init()

∆ ∆

∆

∆

Order.genOrder()

(b)

BookstoreStarter.main()

Order.generateOrder()

Delivery.init()

Delivery.delivery()

Order.getOrder()

Catalog. init()

Bookstore.forwardOrder()

BookSeller.init()

Bookstore.init()

Catalog.getBook()

Bookstore.searchBook()

BookSeller.getOffers()

Order. init()

Bookstore.searchBook()

BookSeller.getOffers()

Delivery.delivery()

(c)

Figure 8: Continued.
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them. Meanwhile, Figures 9(d) and 10(d) indicate that
regardless of whether methods with nested structures
belonged to the same component, the proposed method
could recognize them and avoid the loss of activities in
the model.

For Part 2, in addition to the algorithms mentioned in
Part1, we add heuristic miner, ILP, component-based (single
model), and fuzzy miner to compare the model quality and
the running time of the technique.

5.3. Model Quality Analysis. Different quality dimensions
have been proposed to measure the quality of the process.
*e most important of them are fitness and simplicity, the
best model can explain all the behaviors in the event log
(fitness), and it is also the simplest.

5.3.1. Fitness. Fitness reflects the extent to which the model
can replay the event log. A perfect fitness value indicates that
the model can replay all traces in the log. Current quanti-
tative methods of fitness are only applicable to flat process

models without nested structures. *is study extends an
alignment-based fitness computation defined in [13]; it
aligns the event log with the process model to observe the
inconsistency between them, which is calculated as Equation
1.Min cost is the minimal cost of aligning the event log to the
model with no synchronous moves, and Actual cost is the
actual cost for the aligning model and event log. *e fitness
value is in the range [0, 1].

Fitnessmodel �
Min cost
Actual cost

. (1)

*e calculation of fitness for a hierarchical process
tree with components can be divided into two parts: the
main model and the submodel. *e main model is
generated by mainLog that does not contain any nested
structures, and the fitness of the main model can be
calculated using (1). *e submodel corresponds to the
sublog that contains only nested structure, and we need to
calculate its fitness separately.

FitnessHPTc � Fitnessmainmodel ∗
#activities inmainmodel

#total activities
+
#nested structure inmodel
#nested structure in log

∗
#activities in sub − model

#total activities
. (2)

*e fitness of the hierarchical process tree with com-
ponents can be measured using (2), where Fitnessmainmodel is
the fitness value of the main model and
(#nested structure inmodel/#nested structure in log) is the

ratio of the nested structures correctly discovered in the
model to all nested structures contained in the event log.
#activites in main model is the number of activities in the
main model, #activites in submodel is the number of

tau tau

tau

BookStoreStarter.main()

Delivery.delivery()BookStore.searchBook()

Starter

SearchOffer

Catalog. init() BookSeller.init()BookStore.init()

BookSeller.getOffers()

Catalog.getBook()

Order. init()

∆∆

∆ ∆

Order.generateOrder()

Order.forwardOrder()

Delivery.init()Order.getOrder()

OrderAndDelivery

(d)

Figure 8: Models discovered by different algorithms on bookstore data. (a)*e alpha algorithm. (b)*e IM algorithm. (c)*e component-
based method. (d) *e proposed method.
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TestObservermain()

CommentaryObjectinit()

ObserverunSubscribe()

SubjectunSubscribeObserver()

SMSUserinit()

Observersubscribe()

SubjectsubscribeObserver()

SubjectUpdates()CommentaryObjectnotifyObservers()

Observerupdate()SMSUsersdisplay()

(a)

tau

tau

tau tau

tau

tau

Commentary.subscribeObserver()

Commentary.notifyObservers() Commentary.unsubscribeObservers()TestObserver. main() Commentary.init()

SMSUser.init() SMSUser.Subscribe()

Commentary. setUpdates() Observers.Updates() SMSUser.Unsubscribe()

(b)

Figure 9: Continued.
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activities in the submodel, and #total activities is the number
of all activities. After calculating the fitness of the two parts,
the fitness value of the hierarchical process tree with
components is obtained bymultiplying the proportion of the
two parts and adding them.

5.3.2. Simplicity. *e complexity of the discovered software
execution model is important for the comprehension and
maintenance of software [42]. It has been shown that the
size of a process model is the main indicator for perceived
complexity and introduction of errors in process models
[43]. A simple model can facilitate an easy understanding of
execution behavior; then, better and more time-efficient
maintenance can be achieved. Simplicity is measured
according to [44] by comparing the size of the model to the
number of activities in the log. *e advantage of this
method is that even if the model is unsound, its simplicity

can be measured. *e simplicity value defined in [44] is
given by

simplicity � 1 −
#duplicate activities + #missing activities

#nodes inmodel + #total activities
,

(3)

where #duplicate activities are the number of repeat times of
activity in the process model. *e missing activity is the
activity that is recorded in the event log but not included in
the model. *ese numbers are summed and normalized by
the total number of nodes in the model and the activities in
the event log.

*e number of tau activities is also an important indi-
cator of model complexity [45], tau activities exist in the
process model but are not recorded in the event log. In some
cases, the execution of a process needs to skip or repeat the
current activity and jump to any previously executed ac-
tivity, and tau activities are needed to play the role of

TestObserver. main()

SMSUser.subScribe()

SMSUser.unsubScribe()

Commentary. init()

Commentary. setUpdates()

SMSUser. init()

Commentary. notifyObservers()

Commentary. setUpdates()

(c)

Observers.update()

TestObserver. main() II
Member

User

Commentary
Commentry.subscribeObserver() Commentry.unsubscribeObserver()

SMSUser.subScribe() SMSUser.unsubScribe()

Commentary. init() Commentary. setUpdates()

SMSUser. init()

Commentary. notifyObservers()

∆ ∆

∆∆

(d)

Figure 9:Models discovered by different algorithms on sport lobby data. (a)*e alpha algorithm. (b)*e IM algorithm. (c)*e component-
based method. (d) *e proposed method.
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Figure 10: Continued.
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“routing” in the process model. Tau activity is a human
intervention that improves execution flexibility. To make the
model as simple as possible, such human intervention
should be minimum. *erefore, we add the consideration of

tau activity based on (3), as shown in (4), where #tau ac-
tivities is the number of tau activities that appear in the
model.

simplicity � 1 −
#duplicate activities + #missing activities + #tau activities

#nodes inmodel + #total activities
. (4)

Table 7 lists the fitness and simplicity values of the six
event log mining models. *e bold value of each column
means the maximum value of the column. Alpha, heuristics,
ILP, component-based, and component-based (single-
model) algorithms are unable to guarantee soundness,
resulting in generating unsound models that cannot be
measured by fitness, only the IM algorithm and our method
can ensure that all the mining models are sound. Besides,
heuristics, ILP, and fuzzy miner are unable to discover a
model of the Apache dataset in the specified time (30 sec).

Compared with the proposedmethod, component-based
method, and component-based (single model) method, the
model generated by other algorithms had a relatively low
fitness value because they could not discover the nested
structure. In bookstore data, both component-based and the
proposed method could correctly discover the flat and
nested structures that exist in the event log, achieving perfect
fitness. But if there are nested structures between different
components, such as sport lobby and academic community
data, the fitness of the model generated by component-based

TestMail.main()

MailingServer.register()

MailingServer.notifyMember()

Member.update() MailingServer. init()

MailingServer.unregister()

tau

tau

(c)

tau

tautau

TestMail.main()

MailingServer.init()

MailingServer.register() MailingServer.unregister()

MailingServer.notifyMember()

Member.init() Member.update()

MailingServer

Member

II

Δ

Starter

(d)

Figure 10: Models discovered by different algorithms on academic community data. (a)*e alpha algorithm. (b)*e IM algorithm. (c)*e
component-based method. (d) *e proposed method.
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was not ideal because component-based could not discover
nested structures in different components, while the pro-
posed method still achieve perfect fitness in these two
datasets. *e component-based (single-model) method can
discover the nested structures within and between different
components. *us achieving perfect fitness values on
bookstore, sport lobby, and academic community data.

*e model discovered by the IM algorithm may contain
several tau activities (see Figures 8(b), 9(b), and 10(b)). *e
models discovered by alpha algorithm, component-based
(single model) method, and heuristics are complex in terms
of the number of nodes or model structure, the alpha al-
gorithm may also lead to duplicate activities, and the model
discovered by ILP algorithm and the component-based
method may contain several tau activities. All the above
factors will reduce the simplicity. For the component-based
method, the division of the event log can reduce the input
complexity, and the division of the entire model into
multiple submodels can improve the simplicity value of the
model. However, it results in behavior loss between sub-
models, and the nested structures between different com-
ponents could not be discovered, resulting in missing
activities. *e component-based (single model) method can
discover the nested structures within and between different
components, because the relationship between submodels
can be found, and there will be some duplicate activities,
which results in a more complex model. *e proposed
method may have tau activities; it can discover all nested

structures, which can avoid some missing activities and
duplicate activities. If nested relationships exist only within
components, it is possible to achieve the highest simplicity
compared with other methods (bookstore data).

5.4. Runtime Analysis. Table 8 shows the running time of
algorithms on six datasets. *e bold values of each column
means the two largest values in each column. It can be seen
from the picture that the alpha algorithm has advantages in
running time. Heuristics, ILP, and fuzzy miner consume
longer time compared to other algorithms and they are
unable to discover the model of Apache dataset in the
specified time (30 sec). All the above methods are unable to
discover nested structures and ensure soundness. *e
component-based method is faster than the IM algorithm
and the component-based (single model) in some datasets
cause the division of the event log reducing the input
complexity and speeding up the algorithm, but the com-
ponent-based method results in behavior loss between
sublogs. *e proposed method has a better time perfor-
mance than the IM algorithm, which causes the discovery of
nest structures that can avoid some loops or parallel
structures, thus speeding up the processing speed of the
algorithm. Although the time performance of the proposed
method is not as good as that of the component-based
method on some datasets, our method avoids the loss of
behavior between sublogs.

Table 7: *e quality of models discovered by different algorithms.

Bookstore Sport lobby Academic
community JUnit 4.12 Apache NASA CEV

Algorithm Fit Sim Fit Sim Fit Sim Fit Sim Fit Sim Fit Sim
Alpha 0.796 0.923 −u 0.961 −u 0.714 −u 0.633 −u 0.610 0.870 0.529
Heuristics 0.796 0.923 −u 0.900 −u 1 −u 0.538 n/a n/a −u 0.510
ILP 0.692 0.928 −u 0.869 −u 0.875 n/a n/a n/a n/a −u 0.603
Fuzzy miner1 n/a 0.923 n/a 0.727 n/a 1 n/a 0.688 n/a n/a n/a 0.673
IM 0.881 0.577 0.976 0.285 0.946 0.700 0.770 0.470 0.557 0.355 0.863 0.690
Component-based2 1 1 0.923 0.786 0.823 0.85 0.651 0.928 −u 0.625 −u 0.743
Component-based (single model) 1 0.803 1 0.644 1 0.793 0.822 0.605 −u 0.572 −u 0.660
*is paper 1 0.885 1 0.857 1 1 0.86 0.953 0.786 0.600 0.890 0.701
1Fuzzy miner is absent in fitness measure due to the lack of semantics for fuzzy models. 2Component-based divides the event log to generate multiple
submodels; the quality of the model is calculated by calculating the average value of each submodel. Fit: fitness; Sim: simplicity; U: unsound model; n/a: no
model (time limited). *e bold value of each column means the maximum value of the column.

Table 8: Running time of algorithms on different datasets (in milliseconds).

Algorithm Bookstore Sport lobby Academic community JUnit 4.12 Apache NASA CEV
Alpha 14 56 14 29 157 35
Heuristics 236 98 66 537 _T 410
ILP 211 223 87 _T _T 523
Fuzzy miner 906 826 783 329 _T 3692
IM 129 121 77 762 9654 965
Component-based 180 94 69 596 7236 2856
Component-based (single model) 220 104 89 890 10237 3485
*is paper 97 109 75 354 8052 500
TTime limit exceeded 30 sec. *e bold values of each column means the two largest values in each column.
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In summary, most process mining methods are unable to
find nested structure, which leads to the low fitness degree of
the model, and the resulting duplicate activities and missing
activities will lead to a reduction in simplicity. *e proposed
method can effectively discover the nested structure be-
havior models with higher quality and comprehensibility
through component information.

6. Conclusions

Existing process mining methods cannot generate models
that can accurately reflect software execution behavior.
Based on this problem, this paper proposes a component-
based hierarchical software behavior model discovery
method that identifies the hierarchical structure involved in
software execution, generating models with high fitness and
simplicity, and divides the mined models based on com-
ponent information, which improves the comprehensibility
of the model and discovers the internal execution and in-
teraction behavior of components. *e model can capture
software execution behavior and provide useful insights into
how software behaves; this helps to improve software us-
ability and redesign, ultimately improving the usability and
redesign of the software.

*e proposed method can improve the model’s com-
prehensibility by dividing the entire mining model into
components, enabling it to better observe the interaction
between components and internal running behavior.
However, following the growth in software-scale and
complicated structure, the execution of software process
tends to become extremely complex. To further simplify the
model, based on the observation that the interaction be-
tween components is completed through the interface, to
identify the interface and divide the whole process model
into multiple components and interfaces, then build the
component model to present the internal interaction of
components, and build the interface model to present the
interaction between components will be our future work.
*is can further refine the process model and obtain a more
accurate and understandable view that can reflect the be-
havior of software during the actual run-time execution.

Data Availability

*e event logs of three real-life software systems have been
converted to the IEEE XES format (http://www.xes-
standard.org/. All source codes and event logs have been
uploaded to the website https://github.com/TangYahui9596/
Experiment-Data. And, the public datasets can be down-
loaded from [39–41].
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